SOUTHERN CALIFOllifIA RAPID Tmu~SIT DISTRICT
Minutes of Special Meeting of
the Board of Directors of the District
March 13, 1973

Upon notice duly given , the Directors of the Southern
California Rapid Transit District met at a Special Heeting in
the District I s Board Room , 1060 South Broadway, Los Angeles
California , at 9:00 a. m. on March 13, 1973, to receive presentations concerning rapid transit technology by representative
firms i...'1.vol ved in the development and/or production of transit

systems and modes.

General Hanager Jack R. Gilstrap called the Meeting to
order at 9:05 a. m. and the follOl'ling . Directors i"rere in attendance
during various portions of the presentations:
Arthur Baldonado
Herbert H. Krauch

Don C. McHillan
Jay B. Price

Also present 'i' rere Chief Engineer Richard Gallagher; Manager
of Planning & Marketing George L. McDonald; Manager of Operations
George W. Heinle; the District I s Tec~'1.ical Review Committee, as
introduced below; Secretary Richard K. Kissick; and representatives
of various organizations , agencies and the public , as listed on
the attendance sheets attached to these Minutes as Exhibit
General Manager Gilstrap presented his opening remarks

as follm' ls:

Thank you

l;J:r. Gallagher. I'd

like to take the opportunity
Mr. Arthur Baldonado , Director of our Board
of Director~ who is here to hear the presentations and
we will have other Directors in and out as the morning
and afternoon proceed.

. to introduce

I want to thank all of you for being here this morning.
Those of you 'i1ho
Here
here yesterday morning will
recognize the remarks I' m about to make, but its
important that we get them in the record on both

days.

The purpose of the equipment manufacturers ' presentations beL'1.g held here yesterday and today in
the Board Room is to give the District and the
various participants in the rapid transit corridor
analysis and the general public some definite guidelines on what kind of equipment is and will be
available for you in our proposed regionwide rapid
transit program.

The list of equipment manufacturers making prehlO
days represent many of
sentations during the
the best knovm and most prestigious names in American
industry. They are firms capable of producing technology of the type and quality the District will be
examining now and in the future. We have heard from
many of the firms yesterday. I think those of you
'i'lho 'i'lere here k,' 1m'l that General Hotors , Bendi.."\.
Rohr and Uniflo and a couple of others , General
Electric and Uni t:~ an ,;lere here. Today, as I under-

stand , the schedule has been changed i' li th Garrett
leading. off , then Krauss- Haffei and Boeing in that

order.

Then this afternoon LTv Aerospace and
novl.
~vestinghouse is the schedule as it is set out
This is a tHo- day program but I 'i'lant to make it
clear that if additional tL~e is required it will
be provided for additional presentations by firms
which were not able to be scheduled these two days.

These presentations are a definite part of the Rapid
Transit District! s current analysis of alternative
transit corridors and syste~s \'rhich I III refer to
The purpose
froQ here on out as the corridor
of the study is to identify priority corridors in
this region 1..11. \' rhich initial rapid transit construction "rill begin and the system or modes to
be utilized within them. Essentially that is why
we are here yesterday and today, to hear from more
than a dozen of the nation' s foremost transit
equipment suppliers and to see., if not sample , their
These meetings are one of several planning
activities required by the federal Urban Mass Transit
, Administration before releasing federal funds for
urban transit projects. A little background....

study.

wares.

In mid- January a progress report at the conclusion
of Phase I of the corridor study was made to the
ci ty and COQ11.ty technical committees. I won't
into all of the technical details except to say
that certain corridors were t~ntatively chosen for

initial rapid transit development , and that three
generic modes of mass transit \'Tere recommended for
use in these corridors separately or in combination.
They are mass rapid transit , usually described as
line haul high- density rapid transit , bus on busi'Tay
operations or express buses operating on exclusive
lanes and personal rapid transit , sometimes referred
to as people movers. They are the three types of
mass public transit being considered for use in a
comprehensive rapid transit system for the Los Angeles
basin , at this point in tline , and we will see some
excellent exlliJPles of all three generic types today
and we saw some yesterday. Incidentally, I I d like to
recommend to all of you interested in 'i'That rapid
transit can mean to a major city that you attend the
International Rapid Transit Seminar at the Convention
Center beginning at 8:30 next Tuesday, March 20th.
The Mayors of Montreal , Atlanta and Los Angeles will
be there with their top technical staffs , and they
tell you just how many goo d things happen to a communi ty in terms of economy, environment , the entire
livability of their areas when people get together
and agree in the building of rapid
can It
recomI1end this Seminar too highly-- that' s next Tuesday
at 8: 30 over at the Los Angeles Convention Center.

lll

transit. I

To all of you here today, I say welcome to the Southern
California Rapid Transit District. On bBhalf of the
District Board of Directors I would like to express
our sincere appreciation to each representative of
each company for taking the time
be here , to put
your presentations together and to give us the
benefit of your thinking of how best to approach the
rapid transit problem here in Los Angeles. Now we
would like to proceed with the presentations , but
I want to introduce the Staff Technical Review
Committee uhich 'i;,rill be hearing your presentations
and be posing questions to you and which will be
analyzing the information that you
Thats
Mr. Dick Gallagher , our Chief Engineer and Chainnan
of our Technical Review Committee; Mr. George Hoffman
of our consulting engineering firm DMJM and Kaiser
Engineers; Mr. Don Gardner of our staff engineering
department; Mr. Frank Barnes from our Operating
Department; Mr. Dave McCullough from our Planning
Department and Mr. Sam Black , our Assistant Chief
Engineer. I think we may have some city and county
officials here, too , who will be hearing your presentations. I don I t mow if they i re scattered in
the audience-- m sure they are. So , I think we
should proceed , I think I I ve taken 5 minutes of the
first group I s time , but we'll make it up as we go along.

. to

submit.
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It Has announced that the order of appearances as listed
on the Agenda had been changed and that the Garrett Corporation
i'iOuld make the first presentation. Hr. Keith H. Chirg'Vlin , Chief
Scientist , Ground Transportation , Airesearch Manufacturing
Company or Garrett Corporation , 2525 West 190th Street , Torrance

California 90509, was introduced.

PRESENTATION BY GARRETT CORPOR~TION

Garrett is involved in the high speed test track at Pueblo
Colorado sponsored by DOT , using linear induction motor power.
They expect speeds eventually up to 250 mph on a proper test
track. As a matter of information , Garrett also built the Moon

Land Rover.

Garrett recommends steel-on-steel rapid transit , with other
types for feeder systems.

They are manufacturing and operating various experimental
types in New York (Long Island R. R. and NYCTA), including turboelectric , D. C. chopper traction system with onboard storage unit
They recommend
and dual system turbo-electric and gas
D. C. traction motors due to efficiency over A. C.

turbine.

Mr. Chirgwin then revievred the technical aspects of all
Garrett programs and displayed design cars made of acrylic resin
to reduce weight and cost and, examples of improved interiors.
He explained the dual system rapid transit cars whi ch use
turbo-electric in areas where electricity is available and then
switch to gas turbine in areas where not available.

Question and answer period:
How do the emissions of the gas turbine compare to a
diesel bus?
The gas turbine , using #2 diesel fuel , will meet the 1975
California emission standards without further modificqtion.

How much time is required to start the turbine and electric
system when entering non-electrical territory?

Operator presses a button and then it takes about 10
~lliat is

seconds.

expected noise level of the turbine?

Contract requires that inside car noise must be no greater
than present cars. Outside more difficult to tie down, but
not substantially greater than present cars.

Can turbine and energy storage be applied to buses?
Would need a smaller turbine but can

entirely. Nothing

I t answer

question
on drawing board for bus energy storage.

What is track gauge?
Standard - 418" gauge.
1'lhat is

T'i1el ve

availability of equipment?

months.

Folloi'ling question

and answer period , a film of the Pueblo

test track was shoi1n.

Presentation concluded at 10:04 a.
:Next to be introduced at 10:05 a. m. "JaS Hr.

Krauss- Naffei
Hashington , D.

Charles Carroll,

Corporation , DGA International , 1225 19th Street N.

H.,

C.

PRESEI~TATION BY KRAUSS- IP..FFEI

Mr. Carroll presented a film on the systems proposed by

Krauss- Maffei.

Transrapi
Magnetic Levitation System ~ designed for high speed transit
(200 n~h) and propelled by linear induction motor. The noise level
is 10'\'1 , the system is emission free , and the cost comparative to

conventional systems.

Passenger vehicles can be interchanged with freight vehicles.
The system can be elevated or at grade level.

Transurban
Smaller vehicle - computer controlled. Low speed system
designed for elevated , grade , or below grade.
A question and answer period followed.

Can you give us relative costs per mile on Magnetic
Levitation , air cushion system and Transurban system?

Investment cost of Transurban system estimated at $3cost 2ti per passenger mile.

million a mile. Operating
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The investment factors i'i'i th respect to Magnetic Levitation are superior - but cannot give estimated cost.
We would need to I 00 k more closely at all the factors
before costs can be given.
If you

i'lere given a contract

deliver?

in the U.

S., 'i'lhen could you

In Toronto we estimated 18 months delivery

date.

Do you consider your system to be currently available?

Yes.
Can you operate various sized vehicles on the same guideway?

Yes.

llhat vlOuld be the

difference in the cost of electricity as
Standard electric train today?

compared v;i th the

Unable to anSvler Q..

i'Till provide

information later.

On your 10",; speed syste:'TI " have you thought in terms of
30- 40 passenger vehicles?
I think that waul

d be feasible.

Are you actually pursuing a high-speed market?
you pursuing a regional system?

IVhy ar.en I

Transurban is well suited for 50- 60 mph or more. No one
we are aware of has done anything more than think about

it.

If you obtain the Toronto contract, would it be your first
in operation.
One is contracted for Heidelberg.

What is the function of the Heidelberg system?

Short ,

low-speed system in concentrated area.

What is the length of the Toronto system?

In the first generation of the system , I believe it is an
oval system for the fair grounds. It will be expanded to
supplement the rail transit system.

it.

What is the state of your svlitching system?
Fully mature - non-mechanical.
have a switch on

High speed application does

minimum radius of the curves you negotiate on
low speed systems?

\'ihat is

On high speed it was 800 meters.

Presentation concluded at 11:15 a.
Next to be introduced at 11:20 a. m. was Mr. John Geiger
Boeing Aerospace Group ~ P. O. Box 3999,
Seattle , Washington 98124.

Surface Transportation ,
PRESENTATION BY BOEING

l~r. Geiger stated that Boeing has 50 years of experience
in the transportation field , ten of those years in ground transHis presentation concerned PRT - Personal Rapid
Transi t and the system partially completed in Morgantovm , West

portation.
Virginia.

This sytem VlaS first tested on 2900 ft. test track in
concept of horizontal
Heart of
syste:ns i2, the PDP 11 computer
HorgantO1'ill system has
normal cruise speed of 30 mph and maximum passenger vlai ting time
is t' HO minutes. SL,,::ty (60) horsepower DC motor converts 575 AC
to DC on board the vehicle. Pneumatic tires are standard truck
tires and steering system is completely on board. Guide'day is
at least 605) of total system cost. PRT could be installed for
about 25% of the capital cost and perform. better service than a
steel on steel service.

Seattle. It utilizes

system.

:Mr. Geiger sho~'led

a

elevator.

film depicting the Morga.ntovm system.

A question and anS\'ler

period follo' ded

Mr. Geiger'

s presentation

Nose level?

Essentially zero - air condition is main

factor.

Operating cars in weather - w2t vs. dry?

Radiant heating system for snow

removal.

What about slippage do~m grade?

No wcrse than a

car.

Do you consider the Morgantown System to have achieved all
its objectives?
Can't answer that completely.
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It is not completed yet.

It.

it.

Are just in the engineering phase of
We have a
problem with SCR control
Most serious problem

system.

is ,'Tear of pm'ler collector.

Cost ~er vehicle and cost per unit of on-board

system?

control

Quoted price is about $89, 000 to m~TA. Can come do~~ to
$65, 000 with quantity production (500 units). Learning
curve of 90%

(From representative of Division of Highways) If the RTD
signed a contract ho'VT would this affect the mobility of
the average COTIl,' :1uter and 'i'lould total transportation costs
go up or dmill?

Actual out-of- pocket

cost would probably turn out to be

about the same.

Presentation concluded at 12:15 p.
Next to be LDtroduced at 1: 00 p. m. was Mr. John
J.
Van Houten
Regional Hanager , Grou.:1d Transportation Division , LTV Aerospace
Corporation , 5959 West Century Boulevard , Suite 1214 , Los Angeles

California 90045.

PRESNTTATION BY L~v AE~OSPACE
Hr. Van Houten! s presentation Has directed to the utilization
of a Personal Rapid Transit system for circulation purposes , and
he presented a report on Airtrans system in DalJas-Ft. Horth, vlhich
is in production , and its potential application to the Los Al1geles
This is an automated system with central control and utilizes

area.

shelf hard'L'lare.

The presentation was followed by a question and answer period:
Do you envision this as being , a line haul system?
I do , but I am not qualified to anS'i'ler.
. 1fhat is size and type of motor used?

75 hsp DC motor.

What is cost of vehicle and its on- board electronics.
Propriety information.

\';e

"fill re

spond in p ri va t e .

What is guide"l' ray cost per mile?
Approximately $2 million a mile for elevated guideway.

illlat about speed?
Present configuration of Dallas - 20 miles per hour.

Do you

knO'i'l of

any "lay the block system

use state of the art block
GRS.

1V'e

could be shortened?

railvlay system... obtained from

What are noise levels?

65 DBA 50 ft. - would not exceed ambient at 100
Electric motor is quiet.

What is power

ft.

conslliuption?

I can supply that information later.

Presentation i'las completed at 2: 00 p. m.
Next to be introduced at 2: 01 p. m. was ~Ir. Jack H. Irving,
Vice- President and General l,Ianager , Urban Programs Division
Aerospace Corporation , 2350 East El Segundo Boulevard , El Segundo
California 90245.
PRESENTATION BY AEROSPACE

Mr. Irving stated that Aerospace is not a supplier of
equipment and that the presentation made today by Aerospace was
not for the purpose of marketing a product , but to present a
concept. He introduced Mr. Harry Bernstein , Group Director
Urban Programs Division , who made the presentation on behalf of
Aerospac e

Corporation.

Aerospace Corporation is a non- profit organization created
ten years ago to assist various government programs , and they
have been working on a concept of PRT. This concept uses fairly
standard components and should be on a full scale test track in
Aerospace 1 s system is lightweight
three years - sometime in
in terms of guideway. It is prefabricated and requires a relatively
short period of construction.

1976.

Aerospace I S PRT is a grade separated network system made
up of lines operating at different speeds , some as high as 40- 60 mph.
Concept uses tandem wheel , linear electric motor with efficiency
of 80%
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Hr. Bernstein stres sed the fact that their PRT concept
is a net'i'TOrl~ fashion rather than a corridor fashion.
A question and answer period concerning Aerospace

sentation follm'led.

Do you expect to construct a full scale model?

where and what length?

I s pre-

\vhen

No. A full scale test should be done by a sponsor or
the government.

Cycle of station time?

Computer simulation under way for processing the vehicle

through the stations.

Any publications available?

Yes.

A paper will be published

shortly.

What kind of station sizes do you anticipate at major

centers?

Length of station determL'I1es its capacity - 60 ft. should
be adequate.
Have you given consideration for the number of stations
for Los Angeles 1 CBD and ho.-; you can handle some 200 000
passengers per hour?
100 or more stations would be necessary.
lVhat kind of modal split percentage would you expect to get?

third. Hould require , stations of t mile; apart
resident:i..al areas and f; miles in business area.

One-

Would infusion of dual mode system affect mode split?

Yes.
What do you think our Board of Directors would have to see
of 8...'11 operating system before they could recommend
to the coro~uni ty?

. in the Nay

If seen through to a test track , a successful system will
eme rge

Do you think a fully automate d system can be made "

fail-safe

Must design into it those features to minimize failures.

10-

all operational safety devices fail , we can put enough
safety factors on vehicle to protect passengers.
Q, .

Do you estimate 22, 000

vehicles for the Wilshire area?

This is a loose estimate.
Q, .

Have you considered housekeeping factors on this system?
On a daily basis , each vehicle would go through a maintenance
Cleaning process should be automated.

check-out.

Q, .

What length are vehicles?
10 feet.

Q, .

Could you adapt tecru1010gy to larger cars?

Yes.

Please clarify.

Are you considering an all aerial system?

That is your decision.
the most sense.

On a cost basis , aerial system makes

years.

You have had this capability for three
During that
time three major cities have c6~~i tted themselves to steel

on steel. Hhy?
Ue vlere not as

'I'le

far along as

are nO1-'l.

Cost estimates are $5 million per mile at Morgantown.
million. Why the difference?

est ate 1. 7
Smaller ,

You

lighter vehicles and smaller guidei1ay. Type of
guideway means simpler

terrain is a factor. Prefabricated
construction.

Have you simulated ~O% split analysis?
, modal split analysis.

How much of an employment impact would this system have
compared to a size of RTD?
In a system of this type we are not talking about drivers
Some employees needed to clean and maintain.

in the vehicle.

Do you have any estimates on the amount of real estate that

i'lOuld be required for statioD;s and storage facilities?

11-

,'rould be installed above arterial

Guide'\'JaY 1

Real estate I' TOUld be required for
mately 1- 2 acre per mile. Could

facility.

street.

maintenance ~ approxiuse a five story storage

Presentation was completed at 3:12 p.
Next to be introduced at 3:20 p. m. was Mr. Russell F. ThieJ~an
Transportation Systems Operations , Forcl Motor Company, P. o. Box
25L~5,
Dearborn , Michigan 48123.
PRESENTATION BY FORD MOTOR COI,lPANY

Mr. Thie~~an gave a brief introduction and the presentation

VlaS made by 1, 12:'. Gary L. Silver::-:J.an , Manager Product De7elopment
Transportation Systems Operations of Ford Motor Company.
Mr. Silve~nan I s presentation was based on Ford! s ACT -

concept.

Automatically Controlled Transportation
This system
incorporates a pre- fabricated all alur:linum guidel'ray structure
a 24- passengeT vehicle (chassis m011nted on truck tires) electrially
operated "Hi th . " changed to DC on board vehicle. It is a conlrfland
and control system with a central computer and wayside stations.

Slides \'lere

shO\'m

of vehicle in use during Tra..."1spo! 72.

A question and anS\'leY' peTiod followed the presentation.
Estimated cost of vehicle and cost of electronics on orders

of 100 or more vehicles?

Je are I' ri
and $100

thin the ranges of $10- $15, 000 for electronics
000 range D1 large quanti ties for vehicles.

Hhat about guideway cost?

Guide'\'my cost is application

sensitive.

Depends on terrain

could cost $3- $6 million per mile.

Are the vehicles under the firm control of the computer?
Do location errors occur?

Yes , controls on board also. Have experienced no difficulty.
Completely independent safety

system.

What tire life can be expected?
Tire life is good.

12-

'I'

That is noise level

Don I

at 50 ft'.

and 100 ft. from guidevTay?

t have figures off hand. Test

data is available.

System is exceptionally quiet.

Collector distribution system and line haul

iThat are your speeds?

30 mph for station

systems.

systems.

Test track has a 60 mph

loop.

Hr. Lundeen of Lundeen & Johnson (audience). VIould like
knm'l r:lOre about fire safety system in case of egress

to

in case of fire.

The side doors can be opened manually. New design - front
l opens. There are interlocks in system. Cuts off

idndO1'

pO'l'ler in guide'i'lays.

Disneyland had to attach ~ walkway to its
you foresee such an installation?

No. Advanced

technology vrould
has a fast retriever system.

preclude this.

many tires? I think I counted 20 in.
are advantages over a mini-rail system?

!-Im'

He have ' widened system ' since

Monorail.
Disney World

the film. Hhat

film 'i'laS made and are

using single suspension foam fi. lled vlheels.

nmf

For an order of 100 units , hovT long to deliver?
First unit in one w' eek, the rest 'id thin 12 months.

Construction of guideway is a local function.

averages of one mile per month.

Construction

Do you place any validity in dual mode concept?

Yes.
Presentation was concluded at 4:15 p.

Next to be introduced at 4: 25 p. m. was Mr. Donald R. ~ving,
Transportation Sales Engineer , Westinghouse , 18020 South Santa Fe
Compton , California 90221.
PRESENTATION BY WESTINGHOUSE

Mr. Ewing presented a film depicting Westinghouse as a

13-

manufacturer of automatic transit control system vehicle
'components and of propulsion and auxiliary electric systems.

He also presented a report on their different operational

systems.

His presentation was followed by a question and

ans~;er period.

Do you see frei~~t application in your system?
We have not considered dual mode.

IVhat do you see as the maximum train size on the Transit
ExpressvlaY in

Pittsburg?

10.

In1at do you consider line
25, 000

haul capacity on Transit Expressway?

pas sengers per hour.

On train control system , would you propose a system similar
to that of BART?

Yes - problems have been solved in BART

operation.

Has it gone into full operation yet?

BART has not been permitted to operate automatically.
Uhat are vehicle and construction costs?

$5 million a mile - includes basic roadway, vehicle and
control system.
We "\'Jere 1'Jarned

"Ie

should have a person on board regardless

of technology.

The mediwa dens i ty system

such as Transit Expressway,
the main thrust and appeal of those systems is the lo~T
operating costs. To put an operator on board would defeat
the purpose of the system. On a main line system like BART
an operator is a good safety feature.

system.

BART has a 75 mile
Our system is more spread out.
Do you believe you could have a system that could work
for trains that go a little faster than the BART system?
I cannot comment on maximum speed on main line systems.

14-

On all current control systems , do you have a preference
of one system ove~ another?

Our propulsion system does not know the difference where
poHer is coming from.
vlhat is perforr:lance

record of fixed platform doors that

operate in conjunction vlith vehicle doors.
I have no data on the door problem.

Presentation was completed at 5: 15 p.
Manager of Planning & Marketing George L. McDonald made
the Closing Statement as follows:

That completes our tI'lo- day gathering of various
representatives of technology and , on behalf of the
Board of Directors , the staff , and our Technical
Reviei'1 , Group, \' le 'i'lant to thank representatives of
the City and the Colmty, representatives of the
Chamber , the Central City Association , the Redevelopment Agency, some private citizens , and most
certainly those vendors 'i' rho saVl fit to come in and
We want to put you on notice - we are
going to be asking additional questions that come
to our rnind as i'le think of technology.

talk to us.

Again , for the record , I will state that we selected
firms ilfhose technology is indicative of that that i'le
are looking at in terms of trunk line , distribution
and feeder service. Thank you very much.

Meeting was adjourned at . 5:20 p.

U~~~ssick
l\../
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